
for the palpable experience

 of the purely divine 

and the enlightened mastery 

that inspires a new era

 of world service…

ROYAL PATH MASTER TEACHINGS



The Rishi Has Opened Her Doors
Enlightened Mastery and World Service 

We are blessed to have a Living Rishi in our midst, who is a living gateway for 

the tangible presence of the Immortal Masters and the direct experience of the 

purely divine. After many years of seclusion, she has stepped forward to guide 

the monumental global transition that is now underway. As the first Regent of the 

Spiritual Hierarchy to externalize in the West, she emanates the profound radiance 

of divine grace for expansive elevations of consciousness and the phenomena of  

omni awakening. Convening a new era of world service, she fosters a modern  

realism that empowers contemporary initiates to step forward as the leaders, 

teachers and builders of a new potential, through the clarity of the pure mind and 

the wisdom of the enlightened heart.  

When the soul is ready the master appears…
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The Royal Path Archives
Sacred Knowledge for Enlightened Living  

The Rishi convenes the Royal Path of the Great Masters for those dedicated souls 

who are called to the excellence of enlightened mastery. Once reserved solely 

for priests and pharaohs, the magnitude of this illumination ignites an all-new 

potential for accelerated awakening and rare transmittals of sacred knowledge 

that are being revealed for the first time in our planet’s history. Long revered as 
the consummation of all yogas, philosophies and spiritual paths, the Royal Path 

emanates directly from supreme light, propelling an unsurpassed opportunity of 

spiritual activation for the spiritual initiate to manifest the legacy of enlightened 

mastery in a single lifetime.

Renowned as one of the world’s foremost repositories of enlightened teachings,  
the Rishi’s archives house over three decades of her divine discourses and  
transmissions, providing the foundational sacred knowledge for the phenomenal  

scope of illumination that the Royal Path Master Teachings provide. A virtual  

treasure of sacred manuscripts, courses, books and tutorials, the archives open 

the doors to the Great Halls of Universal Illumination, which hold the advanced 

stellar teachings that will elevate humanity to become a benevolent society of 

awakened souls.  

for the palpable experience of the divine…
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The Living Rishi
Sedona’s Regent-in-Residence 

After thousands of years, the appointed time to manifest the presence of the 

Immortal Masters in the West has come and Sedona is the selected location. 

Although this phenomena will remain a rare privilege to behold, what it means 

for all initiates is far reaching. The Rishi’s choice of Sedona for her sanctuary and 

international headquarters is a profound boon to the region and a beacon of 

light to the world that uplifts our collective consciousness. Her very presence 

lifts the veils to the realms of pure spirit, for an unprecedented outpouring of 

divine intelligence, planetary prophecy and a vast archive of sacred knowledge.  

Having pioneered the premise of spiritual mastery for over four decades, she  

ushers forth the sanctification of Sedona as a designated epicenter for the  

flowering of enlightenment and the coming time when genuine global  

guardianship is our greatest empowerment.

for the few who will influence the many …

The Presence of the Master
Private Work with Souls of Substance

In the tradition of the illumined master and reclusive sage, the Living Rishi’s  

appearances are convened solely in the auspices of private audiences to preserve 

her profound transmission of higher consciousness and the refined tranquility 

of her sanctuary. To be in the Rishi’s presence is a divine encounter in its truest 

sense. From the moment you enter her grace of radiance, you are enveloped in an  

elevated transcendence that powerfully elicits your soul’s timeless awareness. 

Her Abode of the Masters in Sedona concentrates the high vibration of an enlightened  

master to enhance the accelerated awakening and dynamic personal reflection 

that only a Rishi Regent can offer. If you feel called to receive her illumination, 

please be warmly welcomed to request attendance to her private appearances. 

Attendance to Divine Darshan is by request. Candidacy to attend VIP retreats is by 

accepted registration. Private sessions are offered by appointment.

When the soul is ready the master appears…
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“Never before has your opportunity been 

greater. The very ethers are quickening  

with the power of a great awakening.  

It is your deeply willed intention  

that truly answers this Clarion Call.  

Let your heart lead the way.  

Your higher purpose will follow.”

         ~The Rishi

Dear Ones, 
Sedona has always been my spiritual home and I have returned once again to 

provide planetary prophecy and divine insight that will guide humanity through 

the widespread upheaval that will take place side-by-side with new opportunity 

and innovation.

I am especially mandated to work privately with souls of substance, whose inner  

imperative seeks a new excellence of personal mastery that also redefines  
altruistic service to become boundless in its providence of new possibility. The 

sacred knowledge of co-creation that I offer awakened leaders, teachers and  

influential individuals, is intertwined with the enlightened counsel that transcends  
the negative, activates the positive and economizes efforts to create the greatest  

good for the highest of purposes. In the sacred sum of things, I offer an  

enlightened world overview that is balanced with the clarity of practical wisdom.

I invite collaborative partners for this extraordinary mission. There many endeavors  

of higher purpose to consider, and one of our primary assigned mandates is to 

broadcast transmissions of wisdom and advisement during pivotal periods of  

disruption, as well as periods of rapid response, remedy and rebuilding. We must 

assure that the voice of intelligent, masterful benevolence is being heard on a 

global basis.

Our blessings are beyond measure, as the power of divine genesis sweeps the 

universe to at last unite us with the spiritual guides who have long watched 

over humanity. The divine will prevail with miracles of new creation. A grand  

succession of positives will be revealed. The golden specter of divine manifestation  

will be yours, as you discover that you are the visionaries and builders who will 

make manifest the ancient prophecy of a thousand golden years of peace and 

prosperity on Earth.
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“We stand before the greatest 

evolutionary leap humanity  

has ever undertaken, the  

expansion into the supra genius 

of the enlightened state,  

the new frontier of higher  

consciousness, that  

activates the wonders of the  

sublime excellence that  

dwells within us all.”

The Raja  
of a Regent

As the light that stands behind leaders, 

teachers and spiritual protégés, the Rishi  

is one of the few enlightened masters 

in the world today, whose mission is  

private work with initiates and world 

servers. As a “divine seer,” she provides  

the clarity of penetrative insight to those  

whose life calling is drawn to endeavors 

for world betterment.

She offers the rare opportunity for private  

sessions and audiences, providing   

profound spiritual activation that resolves  

karmic issues for transformation of body,  

mind and soul. A true teacher of  

teachers, she offers the sacred   

knowledge of the Great Masters that 

opens the doors to the mastery of  

conscious co-creation and extraordinary 

life legacies.

for new beginnings 

and extraordinary 

life legacies …
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________________ To Request Attendance or Assistance ________________

To request attendance to retreats and meditations ....info@OMNIinstituteds.org

To request attendance to private darshans ............................. Info@TheRishi.com

To learn more & explore the Rishi’s primary website ...............www.TheRishi.com

To make inquires or to view THE RISHI COLLECTION .................... 480.575.1276

_________________ The Rishi’s Mission is Sponsored By _________________

OMNI INSTITUTE FOR THE DIVINE SCIENCES, The Rishi’s non-profit sponsor  
dedicated to her teaching legacy, The Royal Path Archives, a foremost repository of  

enlightened teachings, world renowned as a masterful compilation of discourses 

and studies on the divine sciences.

REGENCY INTERNATIONAL, The Rishi’s partnership entity for benefaction of her  
service endeavors and enterprises, furthering her global mission of awakening, 

healing, and world betterment in perpetuity for future generations.

THE RISHI COLLECTION, a sacred art enterprise for spiritually activated works 

of art, honoring the timeless treasures of meditative art that preserve the  

tradition of divinely inspired creative works from around the world.

ROYAL PATH MASTER TEACHINGS
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